
 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE  

TAKEUCHI ADDS TB325R SHORT TAIL-SWING COMPACT 
EXCAVATOR 

Takeuchi Japan: Takeuchi, an innovative global leader in compact equipment, has 
launched the TB325R Hydraulic Excavator. The newest edition to Takeuchi’s 300-Series, this 
model features numerous upgrades and operator comfort features that now come standard with 
the new 300-Series excavator line up.  

The TB325R lends itself well to confined job sites, boasting a short tail-swing design that 
decreases the amount of overhang from the counterweight, resulting in improved 
maneuverability. With an operating weight of 2,440 kg, a reach at ground level of 4,350 mm, a 
dig depth of 2,540 mm, and a bucket breakout force of 19.3 kN, this machine offers maximum 
productivity on every job, no matter the size. There are also up to 4 optional auxiliary hydraulic 
circuits that allow the TB325R to increase utilization as a tool carrier. 

New features on the TB325R include a completely redesigned automotive styled interior with 
intuitive hydraulic pilot controls for precise operation, a 3.5” display panel and a centralized 
rocker switch bank. These advancements provide the operator with unmatched comfort and 
visibility in a machine designed for optimum productivity, performance, and reliability.  

“Takeuchi is excited to release the TB325R and continue to extend our 300-Series line up,” says 
Toshiya Takeuchi, President of Takeuchi. “We are proud to continue our history of dedication to 
our customers and to the industry, and the addition of this newest short tail-swing excavator 
pushes our legacy forward to its next step.” 

About Takeuchi  

 Takeuchi is an ISO 9001 certified manufacturer of an extensive line of compact track loaders 
and compact excavators. Founded in 1963, Takeuchi has led the way in new product 
development and introduced the world’s first compact excavator in 1971. In 1986, Takeuchi 
developed and launched the first compact rubber track loader that was ideal for the rough 
terrain operations, another world first. These two products have transformed the global 
construction equipment market.  

To learn more about Takeuchi’s product, visit the global website at www.takeuchiglobal.com.  

For more information, please contact: 
Tammie Snodgrass, Takeuchi Marketing Group tsnodgrass@takeuchi-us.com 
Phone: 706-693-3633  
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